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At Jeunesse we value our relationships with our Independent Distributors, especially with those 
who work with us from the very start in each new country. These are the founding Distributors of 
each new market, and of the Company. Jeunesse offers a very special reward for these early 
associations through our unique and exclusive Founders Club and Founders Bonus Pool.  
 
 
Bonus Pool 
 
The Founders Club Bonus Pool is comprised of 2% of Jeunesse’s Global CV from product sales. 
The bonus pool is calculated quarterly and the bonus is paid according to the pro-rated shares 
that qualifying members earn during the quarterly bonus period.  
 
 
How to Participate 
 
1. To become a Founders Club member, you must first purchase a Founders Pack, or upgrade 

to a Founders Pack, of Jeunesse™ products before a quarter begins. Once you do this, you 
are then eligible to participate in each quarter’s bonus pool by also completing requirements 
2 and 3. 

 
2. You must remain Active (at least 60 PV each month) in each month of the quarter and each 

month thereafter until the bonus is paid.  
 
3. You must have five personally sponsored Active Distributors (at least 60 PV) in each month 

of the quarter. Please note that the PV from sign up packages do not count towards this 
requirement.    

 
 
How to Earn Shares  
 
One share in the bonus pool is awarded for every 1000 PGV you accumulate during the quarter, 
according to the rank table below.  PGV is the CV from sales in your enroller tree and your PV.   

 
Ø Executives-Sapphire Elites accumulate PGV from the first 3 levels of their enroller tree   
Ø Rubies accumulate PGV from the first 4 levels of their enroller tree  
Ø Emeralds accumulate PGV from the first 5 levels of their enroller tree  
Ø Diamonds accumulate PGV from the first 6 levels of their enroller tree  
Ø Double Diamonds accumulate PGV from the first 7 levels of their enroller tree  

 
  



 
 
Things to Know 
 
• To be considered for the Founders Pool, the member should have purchased a Founders 

Package, or upgraded to Founders, before the new quarter begins. 
 

• Once you meet all the requirements, participation starts in the next full bonus pool quarter. 
You cannot participate in a bonus pool in the same quarter in which you qualify. A Founders 
Club member must then be qualified for all three months of each quarter, in order to qualify 
for each quarter’s Founders Bonus Pool. 

 
• During all three months of each quarter, you must have five personally sponsored active 

Distributors, each with 60PV, in each month of the quarter.  This 60 PV cannot come from 
signup packages bought by personally sponsored Distributors in the month of signup. 

 
• The 5 distributors will not count towards the requirement if any of the following match the 

information on your account: credit card information, shipping address, or email address. They 
must be truly new people interested in the Jeunesse opportunity and products. 

  
• If an Indian Founder sponsors an international Distributor, they must follow the International 

rules for this Distributor, which may include an international SmartDelivery requirement. 
 

o Executives will accumulate points through 3 levels of enroller tree volume 
o Ruby Directors will accumulate points through 4 levels 
o Emerald Directors will accumulate points through 5 levels 
o Diamond Directors will accumulate points through 6 levels 
o Double Diamond Directors will accumulate points through 7 levels 

* (1 PT for every 1,000 CV) 
 
 

IMPORTANT: Credit Card information, 
shipping address and email address should 
not match between the Sponsor and the 
downlines. 

 


